I. Legal pluralism, as a scholarly pursuit, can be traced to early 20th century attempts to situate law in its social context. Eugen Ehrlich, one of the modern pioneers of legal pluralism, investigated the *living law* of families, businesses and other social associations in Austria-Hungary. Ehrlich located law in concrete social practices rather than the abstractions of codes and doctrine. Like many other jurists of his generation (and some who came before and after it), Ehrlich promoted the idea that law should be responsive to social needs. *Living law* was thus an antidote to the liberal formalism that had dominated legal scholarship in the late 19th century.

But the idea of making law respond to society rests on a paradox. It presupposes the ability to identify something as law and something else as society. But each of these concepts is already an unstable compound of descriptive and normative elements. Society, for instance, may be seen as providing data to be evaluated by a formal legal
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system, or it can be seen as itself constituting its own forms of law. This ambivalence is already contained in Ehrlich’s concept of living law.

Emmanuel Melissaris’s book, Ubiquitous Law, represents a sustained attempt to engage with this paradox and to explore its theoretical consequences. A lecturer at the London School of Economics, Melissaris had already made important contributions to legal pluralist theory in four recent articles. One of these, “The More the Merrier?” provides one of the clearest analyses of the theoretical debates within legal pluralism. In Ubiquitous Law, Melissaris ties together, refines, and enhances these earlier writings. In doing so, Melissaris shows how the paradox of law poses problems for mainstream legal theory while demonstrating the challenge it also poses for pluralistic theories. In due course, Melissaris proposes an original account of legal pluralism based on discourse theory. However, as I will explain in this review, it remains to be seen to what extent Melissaris’s reconstructive attempt can avoid the pitfalls he has identified in other legal pluralist theories. But Melissaris’s more critical moments show how the concept of legal pluralism can illuminate general problems in legal theory.

Legal pluralism gained greater prominence in the late 20th century as part of a moderate-left critique of the administrative-welfare state. In the mid-20th century, European and North American states had largely taken up the “substantive,” “social-welfare,” or “social” conception of law imagined by Ehrlich and his contemporaries. They had created powerful legal institutions to regulate social and economic matters such as employment, housing, and health care. Private law and other forms of economic regulation had also been reformed in service of social and economic policies. But as the project of making law responsive to social needs advanced, many progressive law reformers became
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increasingly skeptical. On one hand, they noted the welfare state’s failure to remedy persistent social inequalities. On the other, they lamented law’s disciplinary, conformity-producing effects. Both of these disappointments had the potential to reopen the law/society distinction. The persistent power of informal normativity could help explain the futility of instrumental law reform. Also, the state’s overbearing regulation could lead to a search for social justice outside the state, in more informal or grassroots forms of association.

The legal pluralist movement that arose in academia around 1970 drew on both of these critiques. Empirically, legal pluralists observed the limits of state law. They called attention to the internal diversity of state legal systems and the persistent role of custom in modern societies. They drew parallels with other contexts where the limits of state law were (or had been) even more evident: the colonial and post-colonial experiences in Africa and Asia; the practices of groups on the margins of capitalist modernity; and European history from the Middle Ages up to the 19th century. Normatively, many legal pluralists looked beyond the state for social transformation—although some also warned against romanticizing non-state actors. Collectively, these strands of inquiry problematized the distinction between law and its other: facts, society, custom, and norms.
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Of course, the administrative-welfare state also had its critics on the right. Some of these critiques drew on classical liberal ideas about the rule of law.\textsuperscript{20} A more original line of critique focused on the market as a spontaneous form of social organization. Friedrich von Hayek argued that centralized, top-down state regulation could never respond efficiently to the myriad signals produced by market actors.\textsuperscript{21} There were parallels between Hayek’s social theory and that of some left-wing critics: both observed the limits of state law, and located dynamism and progress outside of state law, and in society. In later years, this economic critique of law has spawned parallel inquiries into the informal normativity underlying economic relations.\textsuperscript{22}

In the last two decades, left and right visions of informality and pluralism have converged in an agenda that is sometimes referred to as governance: supplementing state regulation and enforcement with more flexible and participatory processes, such as voluntary standards accompanied by disclosure requirements, benchmarking, negotiated rulemaking, self-regulation, and so on.\textsuperscript{23} Many of these developments fulfill legal pluralist aspirations in that they recognize the jurisgenerative capacities of non-state actors.

As Orly Lobel explains, the rise of the governance paradigm can be attributed to developments in legal theory as well as pressures from political economy. From the perspective of legal theory, governance is presented as a synthesis, overcoming the binary oppositions that had dominated legal thought throughout the 20th century, such as public/private, form/substance, and regulated/unregulated.\textsuperscript{24} In political-economic terms, governance is described as a response to advances in science and technology (especially transportation and communication) leading to increased competition: the market is seen as ever more dynamic and volatile.\textsuperscript{25}

These political-economic developments have a distinct global dimension. Although ideas about a regulatory crisis and a breakdown of state law first became prominent in the 1970s, the pressures of globalization have amplified these earlier tendencies.\textsuperscript{26} Since the
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1990s, scholars have noted the proliferation of transnational forms of law and regulation. Alongside new formal international institutions such as the World Trade Organization and the International Criminal Court, there have also appeared countless informal or private transnational processes such as *lex mercatoria* and commercial arbitration, or processes of standard-setting, self-regulation and voluntary certification. Perhaps more importantly, such distinctions between public and private, formal and informal seem increasingly inappropriate in this global context. State and non-state forms of law and regulation are interpenetrated and mutually constitutive. Some institutional components of states have themselves been denationalized: oriented towards global systems and logics rather than national agendas. “[T]he sheer density of rules and institutions in the global space,” their chaos and messiness, make global governance hard to describe, much less to design or prescribe. Since the 1990s, theorists of legal pluralism have been explicitly engaged with these challenges, extending the idea of legal pluralism to encompass transnational forms of lawmaking. I will return to discuss two of these theories, those of Boaventura de Sousa Santos and Gunther Teubner, below.

Due to this intellectual-historical legacy, contemporary legal pluralism tends to bundle together four distinct critiques. First, taken literally, legal pluralism merely signifies the recognition of multiple legalities—as opposed to legal *monism* (an account of law as unitary, forming a systemic whole). But in its modern form, legal pluralism has mainly been used to challenge state-centered accounts of law. Some legal pluralists have therefore identified their second target as legal *centralism*: the identification of law with the normative output of state institutions. Third, some (but not all) legal pluralists also
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reject legal positivism: the idea that there can be neutral criteria for identifying law. (In modern legal thought, positivism has usually been linked to centralism, although it need not be.) Fourth, legal pluralism can also be taken to challenge prescriptivism: the idea that law exists apart from the subjects who create it and maintain it.\textsuperscript{35}

But in jettisoning these orthodoxies—especially that of the state and its legal positivism—legal pluralism lays bare the central paradox of law: its dual nature as fact and norm. Law always involves both an is and an ought: an engagement with something outside law (understood perhaps as facts or society) as well as some notion of how things should be. Different legal theorists have attached different labels to this paradox. Robert Cover speaks of the tension between reality and vision.\textsuperscript{36} For H.L.A. Hart, the paradox is implicit in the idea that law can be seen from an internal or external perspective. The internal perspective is that of someone who participates in the legal system and is normatively bound by its rules, whereas the external perspective is that of the detached observer who seeks to explain how the system works.\textsuperscript{37} Jürgen Habermas’s legal theory also explores the consequences of this paradox: according to Habermas, modern law supplies strategic, self-interested actors with both de facto constraints and normative validity claims.\textsuperscript{38}

II.

Melissaris begins his book by showing how this paradox afflicts mainstream, state-centred legal theories, such as that of H.L.A. Hart—despite their efforts to avoid it. In this analysis, Melissaris draws on all four of the critical strands noted above. Melissaris argues that mainstream legal theories such as Hart’s are compromised by their monism. As Melissaris puts it, “All legal theory ought to be pluralistic. Otherwise, it simply is not legal theory but rather a first-person account of intrasystemic coherence.”\textsuperscript{39} Hart tried to provide a general legal theory, i.e. one that would be applicable to any legal system.\textsuperscript{40} But as Melissaris argues (correctly in my view), Hart succumbed to centralism, taking the modern Western state and its form of law for granted.\textsuperscript{41} Melissaris emphasizes the historical
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contingency of the association of law with the state. Melissaris also opposes the prescriptivist tendencies of state-centered legal theories: because they privilege the interpretive role of judges and other experts, they are hierarchical and undemocratic.

Most importantly, Melissaris objects to the positivism of mainstream legal theories like Hart’s. For example, as Melissaris notes, Hart aspired to produce a descriptive account of law. Hart acknowledged the internal perspective on law and the sense that law involves obligation. But he tried to account for the obligatory character of law by giving a prominent role to secondary rules (rules of recognition, rules of change, and rules of adjudication). According to Hart, these secondary rules make it possible to identify the primary rules of the legal system and to specify what these require of citizens. But as Hart’s critics have long argued, by sharply separating law from morality, Hart vitiated any sense of a duty to obey the law (other than on the basis of its substance). Melissaris’s analysis shows why such difficulties are inherent in the positivist enterprise. As Melissaris explains, positivism represents an attempt to bracket the paradox of law by treating law as a fact. But positivism never overcomes the paradox: law’s buried normative dimension keeps rising to the surface.

In his second chapter, Melissaris turns to pluralistic theories of law. All of these theories reject monism and centralism. But as Melissaris explains, one group of legal pluralist theories is nevertheless positivistic. These “empirical-positivist” theories, such as John Griffiths’s “social-scientific” legal pluralism, are purportedly descriptive and analytical. They try to define law according to a set of neutral criteria. They take an external perspective on law. But in doing so, Melissaris argues, they encounter problems similar to those of Hart’s legal theory: they are unable to account for the internal perspectives of participants in the system, and for law’s normativity. Melissaris also accuses them of presupposing a particular concept of law and trying to generalize from it. Alternatively,
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Melissaris identifies a second group of legal pluralisms, which includes Gunther Teubner's systems-theoretical approach, Boaventura de Sousa Santos's oppositional-postmodern approach, and critical approaches such as those of Desmond Manderson, Margaret Davies, and Martha-Marie Kleinhans and Roderick Macdonald. Melissaris distinguishes these theories on the basis that they acknowledge the paradox of law. They are sensitive to both internal and external perspectives. Although they consider an internal perspective, their use of an external perspective also relativizes any internal perspective. These theories therefore destabilize any notion of system or order. They also problematize the normative claims made in the name of any single legality.

Although Melissaris acknowledges these theories' engagement with the law/non-law paradox, he is wary of them on other grounds. He argues that critical or postmodern theories are so attuned to multiple perspectives that they are unable to say anything meaningful about law in general—that they deprive law of its distinctiveness and collapse it into its social context. Melissaris then attempts to elaborate a new theory of legal pluralism designed to survive the recognition of the paradox of law. As Melissaris puts it, the challenge for legal theory is how to account for communication among multiple legalities—i.e., the possibility of a concept of law that makes sense beyond a particular system—while also recognizing the "institutional autonomization" of law. In other words, legal theory must be able to grapple with both external and internal perspectives.

To answer the first of these challenges, Melissaris turns to discourse theory. Melissaris suggests that legal theory should pursue the intuition that law has some meaning that can transcend particular systems or contexts. Drawing on Habermas, Melissaris argues that people with different perspectives can participate in a pragmatic, rational discourse about the meaning of law. His starting point is the linguistic practice of distinguishing law from something else: society, facts, or social norms. Melissaris acknowledges that people's
uses of the term law are subjective and context-specific, but he argues that they nevertheless imply universal claims about law. Melissaris therefore suggests that legal theory should begin with these subjective understandings of law, but that it should work through them, in an “interperspectival” dialogue, to discover what is universal about law.

Melissaris argues that legal theory therefore requires a thin, prima facie account of law that can act as a hypothesis to “kickstart” such a discussion. But Melissaris emphasizes that this prima facie account of law does not only need to be intelligible from multiple perspectives. It also needs to be able to account for law’s institutionalization and systematization.

To explain how law can be institutionalized without reference to authoritative institutions such as those of the state, Melissaris first analyzes law in terms of speech-act theory, again drawing on Habermas. For example, if a judge said to a defendant, “I sentence you to ten years’ imprisonment,” the judge would not be describing a state of affairs so much as performing an action. Melissaris argues that what distinguishes legal discourse from other speech-acts is that it depends on certain assumptions about facts, norms, and the way the two are related. As Melissaris puts it (adopting Robert Cover’s biblical vocabulary), legal discourse is based on the movement from word to deed, and from deed to word. Legal discourse is uniquely able to authorize and to evaluate action.

Melissaris emphasizes that neither of these transformations can be explained in logical terms, as processes of induction or deduction. This is because neither facts nor norms are distinct categories. Facts and norms help to constitute one another. This is apparent in the move from word to deed: The concretization of a general rule, so that it dictates a particular set of actions, as in a criminal sentencing, is only intelligible with reference to a particular social and institutional context. Likewise in the move from deed to word: legal fact-finding is always normatively colored, in that it depends on assessments of relevance. Hence Melissaris concludes that “legal norms are always already hinged on
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facts . . . the law does not develop separately from the way people experience the world, but is rather constituted by those experiences.”

Melissaris therefore offers the concept of “shared normative experiences” as a way of bridging this gap between facts and norms, deeds and words. Melissaris derives this concept from Robert Cover’s account of the creation of legal meaning through narrative. For Cover, law emerges from individuals’ and communities’ commitment to certain narratives and normative worldviews; this commitment is “jurisgenerative.” In Melissaris’s words, “at the bedrock of legality lie certain presuppositions on the part of participants concerning their ability in common to transform the world through their normative commitments. These presuppositions I term[,] shared normative experiences . . .” Melissaris argues that the concept of shared normative experiences is able to mediate law’s paradox. This is because it builds on the sense of commitment experienced by participants in a legal community. It is both normative and empirical, because it is “part of how the participants understand themselves as individuals.”

III.

I accept Melissaris’s point that a concept of law should be thin and open-ended so as not to presuppose the outcome of an ongoing dialogue. But it seems unlikely that “shared normative experiences,” without something more, can also account for the institutionalization and autonomization of law, or for the determinacy (or concretization) of particular norms, as Melissaris claims. Melissaris is deliberately vague about how “shared normative experiences” can account for institutionalization and autonomization, and says he would rather leave the details to be worked out through an interperspectival
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While Melissaris’s reticence may be well motivated, it seems to leave him vulnerable to the same charges he has leveled against critical or postmodern theories of legal pluralism: that they decline the opportunity to say anything meaningful about law.\textsuperscript{71}

The uncertainties of Melissaris’s theory become apparent when compared with the two leading theories of global legal pluralism, those of Santos and Teubner. Santos and Teubner both acknowledge the paradoxical nature of law. But both of them also put forward accounts of law and of society that move beyond critique to some tentative form of reconstruction.

Santos, like Melissaris, adopts a subjective, phenomenological approach to legal pluralism. For Santos, this is centered on the concept of “interlegality”: “the conception of different legal spaces superimposed, interpenetrated and mixed in our minds, as much as in our actions.”\textsuperscript{72} But Santos connects this subjective perspective to a sociology of globalization, noting that different actors in global processes tend to see the same developments at different scales—from the local to the global—leading to mixtures (and clashes) of different forms of law.\textsuperscript{73} Santos also ventures an analysis of the world system, identifying six privileged “structural places” where law is generated in capitalist societies.\textsuperscript{74} And while Santos rejects the (positivist) search for a definition of law, he is willing to venture a prima facie concept of law that can serve for the purposes of his inquiry—law, for Santos, consists of combinations of rhetoric, bureaucracy and violence.\textsuperscript{75} Santos uses these concepts to describe the emergence of new global legalities—and to assess their emancipatory potential.

Melissaris’s legal pluralism also shares certain features with that of Teubner. Like Melissaris, Teubner begins with discourse, identifying law as a communicative process employing the binary code legal/illegal.\textsuperscript{76} Teubner sees legal discourses as largely autonomous, self-contained systems. However, acknowledging that legal discourses influence one another in various ways, he formulates ideas of “productive misreading,” “linkage institutions,” and “responsiveness” to explain how these interactions occur.\textsuperscript{77} In
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subsequent work, Teubner has used his theory of law to describe the autonomy of global regimes such as *lex mercatoria*. Together with the international lawyer Andreas Fischer-Lescano, Teubner has also used this theory to explain the fragmentation of international law into sectoral regimes, suggesting a way of conceptualizing conflicts among such regimes.

One of the puzzles of *Ubiquitous Law* is Melissaris’s limited engagement with Santos and Teubner’s theories. Although Melissaris discusses and assesses both theories, he does not explain how his own theory builds on them or is to be distinguished from them. This is all the more puzzling because in *The More the Merrier?,* Melissaris had seemed to embrace aspects of both theories. Although Melissaris expresses misgivings about critical or postmodern legal pluralisms, it is not clear whether these concern Santos and Teubner’s theories, or only to those of Manderson, Davies and Kleinhans and Macdonald.

*Ubiquitous Law* is a bold exploration of legal pluralism. By his relentless insistence on sustaining law’s paradox, Melissaris shows how legal pluralism can be a potent analytical and critical tool. When he applies this analysis to state law and mainstream legal theory, it becomes immediately clear how much is at stake. At the same time, Melissaris’s critical methods severely restrain any move toward reconstruction. His concept of “shared normative experiences” seems to reiterate law’s paradox rather than overcoming it. Like other versions of legal pluralism, Melissaris’s theory has a powerful relativizing effect, making it clear that the stability of state law is, and always was, an illusion. But again like other legal pluralisms, Melissaris’s theory leaves us with significant ambiguity. This is not to fault Melissaris: it seems to be in the nature of the task he has undertaken.
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